
Prayer Points for Israel: Pray for...

1.Please pray for no more errors in the war especially after the accidental killing of three Israeli

hostages by the IDF (Jude 24 - 25).

2. For unity between the USA and Israel regarding the war, the governance of Gaza after the

war and more. May the USA stand with Israel for the duration of the war (Psalm 133).

3. For the UN to have new leadership and cease to be anti-Israel in so many of their propositions

(Psalm 94:20).

4. For the dissolving of UNWRA (the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestinian

Refugees in the Near East). More and more evidence is coming forth of the collaboration of

UNWRA and Hamas. They are receiving US (and other nations) funding and using it for

purpose of terror and education in Gaza who propagate hatred of the Jews (Isaiah 5:20).

5. For the governance of Gaza after the war to be with those who no longer will support terror

but live peaceably with Israel. For unity between Israel and other nations in the governance

formation (2 Chronicles 12:6).

6. For the war to be won swiftly. For Hamas to be eliminated. For the top Hamas Sinwar be

stopped (Psalm 44:3-8).

7. For the remaining hostages to be freed. Please choose a person or family to pray specifically

for. Those still missing or are hostages are here (Psalm 126).

8. For the protection of the IDF soldiers. As of this writing, there have been 129 killed in the

Gaza campaign. Please pray no more deaths as these young IDF seek to eradicate evil and bring

hostages home. Please pray specifically for IDF soldiers known to our community: Yonathan

Glazer, Itamar Glazer, Elyasaf Sacher, Amichai Sacher, Tiara Sacher, Assaf Frankel, Chaim

Malespin, Achinoam, Uriyahu, Tal, Yonathan, Mathew, Tsuriyah, Anael, Tsuriel, Gideon, and

Yonatan the 2nd (Psalm 121).

9. For wisdom for Benjamin Netanyahu and those who will make decisions on the war (Proverbs

29:2).

10. For a move of God in Israel and in Gaza. Already there are many turning to prayer and God

in Israel. May it continue to grow (Ezekiel 36:26).
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